Area 05 Education / PR project
“Zonta University 05 D30”

What did the Area project involve?

Webinars and training sessions and a Google Drive platform, where we uploaded all 4 sessions President’s handbook, YWPA award, Healthy during a pandemic and Leadership training, and an E-book
"I, the professional", containing information about all Area 05 members, in order to use the full potential
of the experts.

Why was the project chosen?

This project was chosen because it works for one of the most important Zonta goals - retaining the
number of members and upgrading their education, so that they are motivated ambassadors in attracting
more and more new members.
Beneficiaries of this project are all Zonta members in Area 05, as well as like-minded people who are
looking for knowledge in order to join our organization. This project gives wide publicity to the activity
and importance of Zonta among the society.
Our sessions reached many members and supporters. For those who failed to participate, we created
Zonta Library with records of all meetings in Google Drive platform, where presentations at District and
Area level are also available. At “Zonta University A05, D30” we have created an e-book, containing
information about all club members, grouped by their professions, which we constantly update, so that
we can use the full potential of our professionals and their knowledge and skills. Using training records,
both current and new members can upgrade their knowledge. The records of lectures give club
presidents the opportunity of organizing meetings on a local level in order to attract new members.

Who benefited from the project?

What results were achieved?

How did the project fulfil the Zonta
mission?

“Zonta University A05, D30” project is dedicated to one of the most important missions and follows all
guidelines for improving club environment through knowledge of organizing and working on topics that
excite members, supporters and the general public.

AREA 03 Education project
“100 donne per la storia”

What did the Area project involve?

Advocacy and education: in the centennial of Zonta International Zonta clubs of area 03 hosted in their
towns a photo exhibition showing 100 women who marked the previous Century. The women were
chosen to explain the impact of each of them in every field of society. At the end, each club will choose
the portraits they want to keep and for each of them make a donation to Zonta Foundation service
against early marriage.

Why was the project chosen?

History is marked more and more by women and everybody has to know it.
The exhibitions took place in different cities; in hospitals, townhalls, schools, libraries, fairs, shop
windows.
People of all kinds could realize how important women can be in our society.

Who benefited from the project?
What results were achieved?
How did the project fulfil the Zonta
mission?

Zonta centennial was celebrated, and the importance of women was shown.

AREA 03 Advocacy project
“Profumi”

What did the Area project involve?

Travel size perfume bottles with Zonta logo for sale to raise money for Zonta foundation and to make
Zonta known.

Why was the project chosen?
Who benefited from the project?

A bottle a perfume is a nice present and most women keep one in their handbags.
Zonta foundation

What results were achieved?

The first stock was sold out and a further stock is in preparation.

How did the project fulfil the Zonta
mission?

Zonta foundation needs financing and Zonta Logo needs visibility.

AREA 01 Education project
“Museum for all”

What did the Service or Advocacy Project
involve?

Why was the Project chosen?

An approach to education for women and girls, using plastic expressions by :
•
Studying the historical context in which the subject is located,
•
Learning the clothing culture in time described in the picture,
•
Noting the evolution of the status of women, over the centuries,
•
Explaining the making of a painting, a sculpture.
Favorable opinions of museum directors in cities where Zonta clubs are present and accept :
•
•

What results were Achieved?

•
•
•
•
•
•

How did the project fulfil the Zonta
Mission?

•
•
•
•

Who benefited from the Project?

To welcome groups of women and girls in a situation of cultural and social precariousness (free),
To make workshops available to learn to produce objects and thus express their impact, (reflecting their feelings and
impressions during the visit),
To arouse media coverage in local and regional newspapers, art magazines, TV and radio interviews
Women who have suffered violence,
Young women raising their children alone,
Elderly women in difficult financial situation,
Students with financial problems, owing to the Covid
Self-esteem regained by spending an afternoon in a museum, surrounded by museum mediators and accompanied by
Zontians,
Enhancement by realization of objects,
Wishes to repeat the visit with their children or others family members, thanks to the impact of the first one
By allowing women and girls to overcome their situation and to work for a better future,
By rediscovering the path of knowledge, an essential condition for gaining a respectable place in society.

